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Editorial
Dear Readers,
In this issue of TIMBER MALAYSIA, we continue our product
theme-based concept by featuring four wood-based panel
products manufacturers. The selection of these companies,
Mentakab Veneer & Plywood Sdn Bhd, Segamat Panel Boards Sdn
Bhd, HeveaBoard Bhd and Besgrade Sdn Bhd, is a showcase of the
range of wood-based panels manufactured in Malaysia, which are
plywood, medium density fibreboard, particleboard and oriented
strand boards. The latter is the first OSB production plant in Asia.
Find out the strategies adopted by these companies towards
achieving that one objective – quality excellence. These companies
are featured on pages 18-25.
Malaysia’s furniture industry has thrived for over two decades
and is ranked among the top 10 of the world’s exporters. While
acknowledging the Malaysian furniture industry’s feat, the Minister
of Plantation Industries and Commodities, His. Hon. Datuk Seri Mah
Siew Keong, has voiced out that complacency has no place in the
industry. Urging the industry not to rest on its laurels, especially
with more challenges ahead given the uncertainties in the global
economy, the Minister is optimistic that the industry will progress
to be among the top five global exporters of furniture in five years’
time. This was among the Minister’s messages delivered during the
opening of this year’s Export Furniture Exhibition and Malaysian
International Furniture Fair in Kuala Lumpur recently. See page 4.
MTC’s efforts to raise the profile of Malaysian timbers and
their applications went up several notches when the Council’s
timber-structured booth at this year’s Ecobuild Southeast Asia
exhibition held in Kuala Lumpur was adjudged the Best Booth. This
was among several booths in which the Council has incorporated
more use of timber to showcase the material’s amazing beauty
and versatility. Besides the booth at Ecobuild, MTC also put up a
very eye-catching ‘Meranti Pavilion’ at the American Institute of
Architects Conference on Architecture 2017 held in Orlando. Made
entirely of Meranti, the booth was designed and built by a Malaysian
architect and two wood-based products manufacturers. For a view
of these two structures, turn to pages 10 and 13.
On subjects related to forestry and the environment, we continue
to monitor and report on the latest happenings in the international
arena. Two such events, both in May 2017, were the 12th Session
of the UN Forum on Forests held in New York, USA and the Bonn
Climate Change Conference in Germany. Malaysia, a member
and a party, respectively, to the two fora participates actively to
ensure that the country’s stands on such matters are heard by the
international community. Turn to pages 32 and 33 for reports
on the outcome of the two recent events.
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Happy reading.
The Editor.
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Datuk Seri Mah launching EFE 2017 (above) and
speaking at the opening of MIFF 2017 (left).

T

he Malaysian furniture industry contributes significantly to
the country’s total exports of timber and timber products, with
exports valued at RM9.53 billion in 2016, an increase of 4.2%
compared to 2015. In 2016, the export of wooden furniture, in
particular was valued at RM7.56 billion, also an increase of 4.2%
compared to 2015. This sector is envisaged to contribute RM16
billion to the country’s export earnings by 2020.
“I am confident that the export performance of furniture
products will continue to improve in the coming years,” said the
Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities, His Hon. Datuk
Seri Mah Siew Keong at the opening of the Export Furniture
Exhibition (EFE) 2017 in Kuala Lumpur on 8 March 2017.
The minister added that the Malaysian furniture industry is one
of the most successful clusters among the small and medium
enterprises, with Malaysia ranked as the eighth largest exporter
globally (for 2015) and a presence spanning over 160 countries
including the US, Japan and Australia.
“However, we should not rest on our laurels. I urge the industry
to explore emerging and growing market potentials, such as
in China, India, ASEAN countries, as well as in our Free Trade
Agreement partner countries. The demand in these countries is
expected to grow in tandem with their growth and expanding
middle class,” he added.
The minister stressed that in 2017, the global economy
is expected to be more challenging and confronted with
uncertainties especially in the major importing countries. “These
are the challenges that we have to overcome in order for us
to strengthen our market share. The furniture industry must
continue to strengthen its resilience by producing innovative and
market oriented products to remain sustainable during these
challenging times.
“The Government will continue to facilitate the development
of the furniture industry to be more vibrant and competitive. I
urge all industry players to continue to work closely with other
stakeholders throughout the supply chain and broaden the
network to explore new possibilities strategically,” he added.

Malaysian
furniture industry
on firm footing,
better export
performance
projected
Also officiating the opening of the Malaysian International Furniture
Fair (MIFF) 2017 in Kuala Lumpur on the same day, Datuk Seri Mah
expressed confidence that Malaysian furniture exports will grow
5% and breach the RM10 billion mark in 2017, despite challenging
global headwinds.
The minister is optimistic that Malaysia can achieve a 5% YoY
growth this year, provided industry players work diligently in
managing the economic slowdown on both global and domestic
fronts. “I am confident that furniture exports can continue to rise in
spite of economic challenges worldwide, as we establish products
with good brands and quality at competitive prices.”
He added that Malaysia aims to be among the top five globally for
furniture exports in the next five years, following the recognition
of the Malaysian Timber Certification Scheme by the Netherlands
government recently.
“The certification means we are not only exposed to the biggest
importer of timber but it also enables us to tap into other countries,
while demonstrating that we are serious about sustainable and
environmental-friendly approaches,” he concluded.
Both exhibitions, EFE 2017 and MIFF 2017, were held concurrently
on 8-11 March. The organiser of EFE is the Malaysian Furniture
Council while United Business Media (M) Sdn Bhd is the organiser
of MIFF. EFE 2017 was held at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
while the Putra World Trade Centre and MATRADE Exhibition and
Convention Centre were the venues for MIFF 2017.
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MTC Marketing Seminar
M

TC held its annual Marketing Seminar at the
InterContinental Hotel in Kuala Lumpur on 18 April 2017. The
seminar with its title “Global Timber Market Outlook and Export
Opportunities for Malaysian Timber Products and Furniture”
attracted 184 participants comprising industry partners and
representatives from government agencies, among others.

Plantation Industries and Commodities Deputy Minister, His Hon.
Datuk Datu Nasrun Datu Mansur represented the Minister, His
Hon. Datuk Seri Mah Siew Keong at the opening ceremony.
Present were MTC Chairman Dato’ Gooi Hoe Hin, Ministry of
Plantation Industries and Commodities Deputy Secretary-General
Zurinah Pawanteh and MTC CEO Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim Nik.
Datuk Datu Nasrun read Datuk Seri Mah’s opening speech where
the Minister urged industry players to expand their businesses,
particularly to bilateral and regional free trade agreement
markets that Malaysia has established, and leverage on
prospective markets such as China, India and ASEAN countries.
The Minister also added that the timber-based sector is
expected to benefit from a strong greenback as the United
States continues to be the largest market for Malaysia’s furniture
exports.
“Apart from that, we are hopeful that the confidence of
consumers and timber importers, particularly in the European
Union, will be restored following the recent acceptance of the
Malaysian Timber Certification Scheme under the Dutch Public
Procurement Policy for Sustainable Timber,” said Datuk Seri Mah.

Datuk Datu Nasrun officiating at the opening of the seminar with
(from left) Zurinah Pawanteh, Dato’ Gooi and Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim.

Connelly, who has been importing Malaysian hardwoods since
1993, is the President of Wood Brokerage International of Lake
Oswego Oregon, United States, and Sy is a Board Member of the
Philippine Wood Producers Association.
Mohamed Iqbal, who has been in the timber business since 1951,
is a partner in United Timber Industries in Mumbai, India, while
Fish is the Managing Director of Interwil Trading International in
South Africa. Walsh is the Managing Director of Danzer UK Ltd.
MTC conducted a clinic session with the speakers on the
following day for its industry members.

Datuk Datu Nasrun later told reporters that the export of
Malaysian timber is expected to increase by five percent this year
from RM22.11 billion in 2016 due to demand from India. He added
that the export value of sawntimber, plywood and medium
density fibreboard to India recorded an increase of more than 25
percent last year compared to 2015.
MTC invited seven distinguished speakers who gave a clear
account of the market situations around the world. The speakers
were Leong Lin Jing, Linda Tu Qi, Chris Connelly, Paul Levi L. Sy,
Mohamed Iqbal S. Chhapra, Andrew Fish and Ken Walsh.
Leong is an Investment Manager on the Asian Fixed Income
Team of Aberdeen while Tu Qi is the Vice Secretary-General of
China National Furniture Association and the Secretary-General
of Council of Asia Furniture Associations.

Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim (fifth from left) chairing the panel session.

A participant posing a question.
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MWIA inks MoU with Guangxi
Forestry Industry Trade
Association
T

he Malaysian Wood Industries Association (MWIA) has
signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Guangxi
Forestry Industry Trade Association to promote collaboration and
exchange of information between the two countries on timber
trade.
MWIA President, Dato’ Low Kian Chuan, said the collaboration
would create an information-sharing platform to strengthen
cooperation on market development, technology, human
resources, management and trade for mutual benefits.
“The collaboration would also optimise the association members’
resources in planting as well as trading in sawntimber, veneers
and woodworking machineries,” he said at the MWIA 60th
anniversary dinner on 12 April 2017. The event was graced by
Plantation Industries and Commodities Minister, His Hon. Datuk
Seri Mah Siew Keong. Also present was the Deputy Minister, His
Hon. Datuk Datu Nasrun Datu Mansur.

development and eucalyptus plantation, based on the needs of
both associations.
He also said that last year, MWIA, with the financial assistance
of the Malaysian Timber Council, had initiated a Raw Material
Programme in Nanning, China. The programme enabled MWIA
members to study the feasibility and the potential in planting
eucalyptus trees in Peninsular Malaysia.
“Based on the outcome of the mission, MWIA and Guangxi
Forestry Industry Trade Association will work together on setting
up a eucalyptus plantation in Malaysia,” said Dato’ Low.
Datuk Seri Mah (centre) officiating at the dinner. On his left is Dato’ Low.
Photo credit: MWIA.

Datuk Low said the MoU also included training and transfer of
relevant technologies in sawntimber processing, panel product

PEKA sets eyes
on Australia for
glulam market
M

alaysian-produced glued laminated timber (glulam)
products are expected to penetrate the Australian market in
two years, said the Association of Malaysian Bumiputera Timber
and Furniture Entrepreneurs (PEKA) President, Hanafee Yusoff.

PEKA together with various
agencies such as the Malaysian
Timber Council and Universiti
Teknologi Mara have been working
to develop the glulam products,
which uses a special glue to join the
pieces of wood.

He said glulam products were already used to build pontoons
at Melaka River and residences of the Prime Minister and Chief
Secretary in Putrajaya, besides becoming a trend in several
countries like the United States.
Hanafee said PEKA together with various agencies such as the
Malaysian Timber Council and Universiti Teknologi Mara, have
been working to develop the glulam products, which use a
special glue to join the pieces of wood.
“We are still at the initial stages as this research requires
high cost. We are still identifying the most suitable types of
wood to use,” he told reporters after PEKA’s 25th Anniversary
celebration, graced by Plantation Industries and Commodities
Minister, His Hon. Datuk Seri Mah Siew Keong, in Kuala Lumpur
on 4 April 2017.
Datuk Seri Mah (centre) and Hanafee (second from right) with former
PEKA presidents during the event. Photo credit: PEKA.
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MTC Technology Acquisition Mission
to Germany
M
TC organised a Technology Acquisition Mission
to Germany from 20-28 May 2017 to expose Malaysian
wood product manufacturers to the latest technologies in
woodworking and wood-processing. A total of 18 participants
from 15 companies participated in the mission. The mission
included visits to panel furniture, door and glulam woodworking
factories, a timber building and tower, and a testing laboratory for
timber and timber products.
The participants also visited LIGNA 2017, the world’s leading
trade fair for machinery, plants and tools for the woodworking
and timber processing industry. More than 1,500 exhibitors,
including 900 from abroad, were present to showcase innovative
plants, machinery, tools and solutions over 129,000m2 of
space. The exhibition continued to highlight the latest trends
in manufacturing such as the networking of machines and
automation to improve efficiency in high-production as well as
small-scale environments.

Top and right: Visits to the woodworking
factories during the mission.

Workshop on
prospects of oil
palm wood for
new products
M

TC sponsored and co-organised a workshop with the
Malaysian Panel-Products Manufacturers’ Association (MPMA) to
highlight the opportunities and new product development using
oil palm wood. Themed ‘Workshop on Oil Palm Wood for New
Products and Its Processing Technologies’, the event was held in
Kuala Lumpur on 19 April 2017 in collaboration with the Malaysian
Timber Industry Board (MTIB), Malaysian Palm Oil Board (MPOB),
and Forest Research Institute Malaysia (FRIM).

Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim (centre) moderating the panel session.

A total of 12 papers were presented by eight speakers, one
each from MTIB, MPOB and FRIM, and five speakers from
PalmwoodNet Core Team (PWNCT) Germany. A total of 69
participants comprising plantation owners, industry members,
researchers, lecturers and representatives from government
agencies attended the workshop, which culminated in a panel
discussion session moderated by Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim Nik, the
CEO of MTC.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between MPMA
and PalmwoodNet, signed during the event, aimed to build
collaboration in areas of market, processing technology and
technology transfer, as well as industry contacts. It will also
develop, supply and promote the knowhow and technology for
sustainable and best possible utilisation of oil palm wood.
After the signing of the MOU.
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Attracting investments
at EFE and MIFF
The Council also sponsored 15

companies under the India Export Pavilion
in EFE and

60 overseas buyers for
both fairs.

Datuk Seri Mah (fourth from left) at the MTC booth at EFE 2017. On his left is MTC Chairman, Dato’ Gooi Hoe Hin.

M

sector make it an attractive investment destination for timberbased manufacturers.

EFE was held at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre while
the Putra World Trade Centre and MATRADE Exhibition and
Convention Centre were the venues for MIFF. Both exhibitions
were held from 8 to 11 March 2017 concurrently.

MTC is targeting to improve on the RM15 million in sales
generated at the two fairs last year.

TC continued its efforts of attracting investments
and facilitating trade for Malaysian timber and timber-based
manufacturers at the Export Furniture Exhibition 2017 (EFE 2017)
and the Malaysian International Furniture Fair 2017 (MIFF 2017).

“Of the 60 buyers that MTC is sponsoring, 11 are from India. We
are paying close attention to this market and we will be opening
our new regional office in Bangalore soon,” said Datuk Dr. Abdul
Rahim.

The Council also sponsored 15 companies under the India
Export Pavilion in EFE and 60 overseas buyers for both fairs,
which were opened by the Minister for Plantation Industries and
Commodities, His Hon. Datuk Seri Mah Siew Keong.
Last year, MTC sponsored 20 buyers from India but had trebled
the number this year, by bringing in buyers from Europe, Asia and
Australasia.
“Sponsoring these buyers is part of MTC’s Incoming Sourcing
Mission and it has delivered far-reaching benefits to the industry,
which is why we are tripling the number of sponsorships for this
year,” said MTC CEO Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim Nik.
He added that the softening economy was no reason to hamper
promotional efforts, especially in countries like India where its
growing urban middle-class and demands from the construction

The Minister (second from right) visiting MTC’s booth at MIFF 2017.
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Schooling buyers on timbers
at Ecobuild SEA
O
ne of the leading construction fairs in the country returns
with a theme that befits the current scenario of the building
sector.

MTC’s presence at the fair enabled potential buyers to learn
about the remarkable developments that have taken place and
how Malaysian timbers are widely used abroad.

Ecobuild Southeast Asia 2017 (Ecobuild SEA), a trade fair that
displays sustainable construction products, was held at the Kuala
Lumpur Convention Centre from 12 to 14 April 2017. With its
theme – Quality, Safety and Professionalism – the fair showcased
one of the four strategic pillars under the Construction Industry
Transformation Programme.

“Timber is a strong, reliable and beautiful material. We need
to revive its use as a construction material,” said MTC CEO Datuk
Dr. Abdul Rahim Nik.

As timber changes the skylines all over the world, more builders
are learning about wood’s innate qualities as a superior building
material. As the only organic, renewable and sustainable
construction material, timber is making its presence felt in the
Southeast Asia region.

There were 127 exhibitors from Germany, France, Australia,
Canada, China, Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia this
year. Three events ran concurrently at the fair. They were the
Greenbuild 2017, Energy Efficiency Malaysia as well as the
Construction Showcase and Construction Career Fair.
MTC, which won the Best Booth prize, also conducted a special
seminar for students on 14 April 2017 to highlight the amazing
versatility of timber as a building material.
Minister of Works, His Hon. Datuk Sri Fadillah
Yusof (left) who officiated the opening of the
show, being welcomed by Datuk Dr. Abdul
Rahim at the MTC booth.

“

Timber is a strong, reliable and
beautiful material. We need to
revive its use as a construction
material.

”

MTC CEO Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim Nik.

MTC’s award-winning booth
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MTC Seminar at Ecobuild SEA
M

TC organised a seminar during the Ecobuild Southeast
Asia 2017 (Ecobuild SEA) trade fair to highlight the magnificent
work that engineers and architects are doing with timbers.

Speakers, Hamidah Abdullah, Ar. Ahmad Asmadi Mohammad
and Ar Eleena Jamil gave informative as well as inspiring
presentations. Hamidah’s talk on “Discovering Malaysian Timber
& Timber Products” touched on the characteristics of Malaysian
timbers and the advantages of using them while Ar. Ahmad
Asmadi highlighted some of the amazing timber structures that
have been built overseas in his presentation “New Frontiers in
Timber Construction”. He also spoke extensively on glulam and
other engineered timber products.
The seminar attracted about 60 participants.

Ar Eleena, who was instrumental in designing some timber
structures, spoke of her experiences in designing the Meranti
Pavilion for MTC as well as on the Shadow Garden Pavilion and
the Sepang House in her talk titled “Timber’s Timeless Appeal”.
About 60 participants comprising mainly architecture,
engineering and interior design students attended the seminar
which was held at the KL Convention Centre.

60

About
participants
comprising mainly architecture,
engineering and interior design
students attended the seminar.

MTC Deputy CEO, Richard Yu, presenting tokens of appreciation to Ar. Ahmad Asmadi (left) and Ar. Eleena.

Marketing Mission to the US
M

TC organised a Marketing Mission to the United States in
conjunction with the International Wood Products Association’s
(IWPA) 61st World of Wood Convention in San Francisco,
California, from 5 to 7 April 2017.

More than 300 leading US timber importers, manufacturers as
well as suppliers from over 30 countries were at the IWPA meet.

MTC led a delegation of 16 timber-based companies to the
convention which included a special business matching session
with US timber exporters.
MTC hoped to raise the RM9.02 million sales mark that it
generated at last year’s IWPA Convention.

Malaysian delegates visiting a wood-based factory (left) and at the IWPA Convention venue (right).
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Project
Iran 2017
T

he third edition of Project Iran 2017 was held from 24 to 27
April 2017 at the International Permanent Fair Ground in Tehran.
The trade fair attracted exhibitors from China, Turkey, South
Korea, Germany, Spain, France and the Czech Republic, among
others.

Attending to a visitor at
the MTC Booth.

to support the growth of the infrastructure and construction
industries.
There were 116 exhibitors at Project Iran and this was the first
time that MTC had participated in the fair.

The event provided a platform for building materials companies
to showcase a range of products, services and latest technologies

Timber - the New
Age material
A
s part of its first Timber Talk series, MTC invited renowned
architect Jonas Lencer to deliver a presentation entitled “Making
A Difference With Timber” at Menara PGRM in Kuala Lumpur on
12 April 2017.

Lencer, who had given a few presentations in the past at MTC,
spoke on the amazing structures one can build with timber. He
highlighted several projects that he had worked on, among them,
the Naked House, Wood Block House, Endless Stair, Health and
Fitness Centre for SKY and Hastings Pier.
He said that there was a high possibility that architects and
engineers may be building completely in timber by the end of the
century. He highlighted how glulam and CLT are widely used in
Europe as well as Britain.
Lencer added that though timber may seem as a costly building
material for now in Malaysia, the design efficiency and having a
thorough understanding of it, would help greatly.
About 100 participants, comprising architects, engineers,
representatives from government agencies and undergraduates
attended the event.

100

About
participants,
comprising architects, engineers,
representatives from government
agencies and undergraduates
attended the event

Lencer delivering his topic.
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“
The Meranti Pavilion attracted the attention of many visitors to the fair.

MTC takes timber
booth to the US
F

or the first time, MTC participated in the prestigious
American Institute of Architects (AIA) Conference on
Architecture 2017 at the Orange County Convention Centre in
Orlando, Florida, from 27 to 29 April 2017.
The AIA Conference on Architecture 2017 is considered as one of
the largest gatherings of architects and design professionals in
the United States. The event was organised to enable exhibitors
to showcase the latest in architecture, interior design and the
construction industry on the whole.
The United States is an important market for Malaysia. In an effort
to boost trade between the two countries and to raise awareness
of the qualities of Malaysian timbers, especially that of Meranti,
MTC called on renowned architect Eleena Jamil to design a
structure that showcased the strength and beauty of the wood.
“This is the first time MTC is designing a booth that will be
transported overseas to be used at an international fair. It is an
excellent way to allow architects and those in the construction
industry to see and feel a structure that has been made entirely
of Malaysian timbers,” said MTC CEO Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim Nik.
In the past, only wood samples were displayed together with
brochures on Malaysian timber products.
“Design is the driving force of a project and architects have the
power to inspire great designs. It is therefore important for us to
ensure that these professionals have a thorough understanding
of what Malaysian timbers can do,” added Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim.
“Developing a great trade show exhibit coupled with the right
marketing strategy can turn a simple participation at a trade fair
into a highly profitable venture,” he said.
The rectangular booth, which is called the Meranti Pavilion, is
a lattice-like structure measuring 6m x 6m x 3.4m. Designed
with a repeating motif of overlapping squares and protruding

13

It is an excellent way to allow
architects and those in the
construction industry to see and feel a
structure that has been made entirely
of Malaysian timbers.

”

MTC CEO Datuk Dr Abdul Rahim Nik.

rectangular sections in a three-dimensional arrangement, the
pavilion can be assembled within four hours by two persons.
“MTC’s brief was simple. Design a structure that can be
assembled and disassembled easily to facilitate the reuse of the
structure in any part of the world,” said Ar. Eleena.
“We came up with six options and finally settled for this design
where the geometrical pattern of the wood in its natural colour
of reddish brown gives a warm feel and depict the intricacy of
traditional Malaysian woodwork,” she said.
There are no vertical columns or beams that hold up the pavilion,
instead the modular elements work together in a lock system to
provide stability to the structure. The corners are held together
by special butterfly metal angles which link the pavilion walls
by the pointed corners of each module. There are 232 identical
modules in total that will be stacked, slotted and screwed
together to form the Meranti Pavilion.
The timber structure was built by Supreme Fame Sdn Bhd in
collaboration with Supreme Tropical Furniture Sdn Bhd. The
pavilion is made of four types of Meranti species under the Dark
Red Meranti group. They are Meranti Bukit, Meranti Nemesu,
Meranti Seraya and Meranti Tembaga.
“It is not so easy to manufacture a structure such as this. You
need to get the calculations right otherwise we will not be able to
put the booth together,” said Supreme Tropical Furniture director
Choo Ghee Kien.
A lot of detail went into building the Meranti Pavilion, according
to the director of Supreme Fame, Choo Tuan Yong.
“We had to take into account the freight charges as these
timbers are heavy. Exhibition floors are never level and we had
to contact our American counterparts to build a special platform
so that we could place the pavilion over it,” said Tuan Yong, who
was proud that his company managed to construct the pavilion
ahead of schedule.
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MTC maintains a regular presence
at the fair.

DelhiWood
D

MTC, which maintains a regular presence at the fair, invited five
Malaysian companies to exhibit their products at DelhiWood
2017. The exhibition was held at the India Expo Centre and Mart,
Greater Noida, India, from 1 - 4 March 2017.

espite the downturn in most parts of the world, India
remains as a country with one of the fastest growing economy
on the back of robust private consumption and domestic
reforms which are gradually being implemented by the Indian
government.

The five companies that exhibited their products at DelhiWood
2017 were PMH Timber Industries Sdn Bhd, K F Door Sdn Bhd,
Latitude Tree Furniture Sdn Bhd, Sri Ledang Sdn Bhd and
iMaskayu Door Export (M) Sdn Bhd.

Fuelled by a mushrooming urban middle class with an acquired
taste for contemporary goods, which include furniture, has
made India an important consumer market for timber-based
manufacturers.

Held biennially, DelhiWood 2017 covered 25,000m2 of floor space
and hosted over 450 global brand leaders from 30 countries.

DelhiWood 2017 is a popular trade fair where some of the
world’s best furniture manufacturers, sawmillers, woodworking
professionals, builders, architects, interior designers and woodbased handicraft manufacturers gather.

Dubai Woodshow
T
he Dubai Woodshow, which was held from 7 to 9 March
2017, hosted 278 exhibitors from 42 countries. It was held at the
Dubai World Trade Centre, UAE, which is a state-of-the-art venue
in the business district on Sheikh Zayed Road.
MTC participated with six Malaysian industry members who
displayed their best-selling products at the fair.
MTC received 60 trade enquiries for various timber products
from the Middle East, African region as well as other parts of
the world. The Council’s booth attracted quality visitors which
included importers, interior designers and members from the
woodworking industry.
Even though there was a decrease in the number of exhibitors
this year, Dubai Woodshow is still a good platform for suppliers
and manufacturers to showcase their products.
A total of 60 trade enquiries were received by MTC.
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MADE Expo
T

he MADE Expo is Italy’s leading trade show for the building
industry and architecture. The show this year included 123
conferences where there were more than 600 internationally
acclaimed speakers as well as 165 live demos.

Good platform for MTC
to raise awareness on
availability of certified
Malaysian timbers.

It was an excellent opportunity for trade fair visitors to discover
the latest innovations and be part of discussions which
involved current issues such as post-earthquake reconstruction,
urban regeneration and the digital evolution of the building
construction industry like the Building Information Modelling
(BIM) and 3D Printers.
Among the products and services offered at the fair were the
latest in construction materials, building envelopes and windows,
interiors, finishes and software technologies.
There were more than 1,060 exhibitors over the 52,000m2 floor
space. The total number of visitors stood at 106,000.
MTC had a shell scheme stand this year at the Construction and
Materials section of the exhibition hall. The fair provided a good
platform for the Council to raise awareness on the availability of
certified Malaysian timbers amongst architects and builders in
Italy.

A visitor to the MTC booth
at the expo.

CIDE 2017
O

rganised by Beijing Zhongzhuang Weijia Strategy For
Exhibition Co. Limited, the 16th China International Door
Industry Exhibition (CIDE 2017) / The 4th China Integrated
Custom Home-Furnishing Exhibition took place at the China
International Exhibition Center (New Venue), Beijing, from 14-17
March 2017.

1,076
61,342 visitors.
Attracted
exhibitors and

Since its inception in 2002, CIDE has been promoting China’s
door industry and is even known as one of the best professional
exhibition platforms for China’s door industry.
This year, over 1,000 exhibitors participated in the fair and
61,342 visitors visited the event. MTC participated in the
exhibition for the first time to promote timber and timber
products. Majority of the MTC booth visitors were wooden door
manufacturers, custom-made home furnishing manufacturers
and timber traders, with Rubberwood and Red Meranti being
the most enquired timber species during the event.
MTC’s inaugural participation at the show.
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CBD 2017
T

he 2017 China (Shanghai) International Building and
Construction Trade Fair was held in Shanghai Hongqiao National
Convention Centre, Shanghai, China from 22-25 March 2017.
The biennial exhibition aims to provide a one-stop solution to
the building and construction industry and a platform for highclass custom-made furniture and furnishing. This year’s fair saw
a decrease in the number of exhibitors. However, the number of
visitors increased from 26,936 to 34,562 with the majority being
interior designers, contractors and manufacturers.
MTC was the only Malaysian company to have participated in
the event which saw local furniture and staircase manufacturers,
timber wholesalers and contractors visiting MTC’s booth.

MTC was the sole Malaysian company at the fair.

CIFM 2017
C

hina International Furniture Machinery & Furniture Raw
Materials Fair (Guangzhou) (CIFM) 2017/interzum Guangzhou
was held at the Pazhou Complex in Guangzhou, China, from 28-31
March 2017. This year, CIFM 2017/interzum Guangzhou extended
the exhibition from three to four days due to requests from both
exhibitors and visitors.
A comprehensive trade fair for woodworking machinery, furniture
production and interior design, CIFM 2017/interzum Guangzhou
provides a one-stop platform for exhibitors to meet buyers,
manufacturers and suppliers from different sectors of the
furniture manufacturing, production and design sectors. A total
of 1,396 exhibitors participated in the fair this year, including 330
international exhibitors from 38 countries and regions, drawing in
83,356 visitors in total, noting a steady increase from 2016.

1,396 exhibitors

participated in the fair this year,
including 330 international
exhibitors from 38 countries
and regions.

MTC Guangzhou was the only Malaysian company to have
participated in CIFM 2017/interzum Guangzhou with an 18m2
promotional booth. The majority of visitors to MTC’s booth were
local furniture manufacturers, timber wholesalers and traders.

The fair this year was held over four days.

MTC booth at CIFM 2017.
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Market Research Visit Debriefing
T

he MTC Task Force China Builders’ Joinery and Carpentry
sub-group, which conducted a market research visit to Shanghai,
China from 19-25 March 2017, held a debriefing session at the
MTC headquarters in Kuala Lumpur on 27 April 2017.
George Yap led the team comprising Malaysian Wood Moulding
and Joinery Council members Edmund Lim, Jerry Tan and
Celeste Kam to China to identify suitable markets for its
members. Each member gave a thorough presentation of their
findings to about 40 industry members.
MTC Deputy CEO Richard Yu, who delivered the welcoming
remarks on behalf of the CEO, said despite the economic
slowdown, China still offered good opportunities which MWMJC
needs to make good of for the industry.
Above: Participants to the briefing.
Below: Richard Yu delivering the CEO’s welcoming remarks.

3rd
Sarawak Timber
& SMEs Expo
M

TC participated in the 3rd Sarawak Timber & SMEs Expo
held from 18-21 May 2017 at the Borneo Convention Centre in
Kuching, Sarawak.
This year’s expo, which attracted more than 20,000 visitors, was
organised in conjunction with the state-level Small & Medium
Entrepreneurs (SMEs) Week 2017 celebration. The biennial expo
was a good networking platform for timber manufacturers,
suppliers of timber products, and SMEs.
Themed “Timber and Beyond”, the event gathered 280 exhibitors
which included companies from Malaysia, China, India, Vietnam,
South Korea and Indonesia taking up a total of 494 booths.
MTC took the opportunity to create awareness of its role and
functions as well as disseminated information on Malaysian
timber and timber products. Visitors to MTC’s booth included
people from both the public and private sectors including
university and school students.

Enquiries being attended to at the MTC booth.
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Mentakab Veneer & Plywood
Adhering to market requirements
M

entakab Veneer & Plywood Sdn Bhd (MVP) was
incorporated in 1986 as a joint venture company by Malaysian
and Taiwanese shareholders. Situated on a 30-hectare site at
5th Mile, Jalan Karak in Mentakab, Pahang, MVP is strategically
located, approximately 120km from Kuala Lumpur, 180km from
the Kuala Lumpur International Airport and 190km from Port
Klang, a major port in Selangor.
In its initial years, MVP produced and marketed its plywood
products for the local market and a small volume for export.
Today, it is fully Malaysian-owned and an active member of
The Malaysian Panel-Products Manufacturers’ Association
(MPMA) with its main business engaged in the manufacture and
marketing of hardwood veneer and Urea Formaldehyde, Phenol
Formaldehyde and Melamine Urea Formaldehyde plywood.
Elaborating, its General Affairs and Quality Control Manager,
Sugunalan K, said: “Currently, we utilise three types of adhesives
in our plywood production process. For Weather & Boil Proof
(WBP) plywood, water resistant adhesives are used and this type
of plywood is suitable for both interior and exterior usage. For
Moisture Resistant (MR) plywood, non-water resistant adhesives
are used and this type of plywood is suitable for interior usage
only. Melamine Urea Formaldehyde (MUF) is used in our MUF
plywood, which is used for both indoor and outdoor applications.”
In terms of grades, MVP’s plywood comes in four categories. The
B/BB Grade plywood is used specifically in high-end furniture.
Both surfaces are sanded and are available in white or light yellow
face veneer. Its BB/CC/OVL Grade plywood is of export standard
and comes with a smooth surface with no uneven thickness and

overlapping. Well-sanded, this plywood type is specifically used
for secondary processing such as with paper overlay, polyester,
PVC, fancy plywood and Formica laminates.
The BB/CC Grade plywood, with both sides sanded and a
hardwood core is also for export. The main markets for this
plywood are Australia, countries in Europe including the UK,
Middle East, Asia, Africa and North America. Its blockboard
of BB/CC Grade incorporates a Albizia falcata core with both
surfaces sanded.
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To cater for buyers’ requirements, MVP produces different
thicknesses ranging from 2.7mm to 25mm. These are produced
in various sizes, which are 915mm x 1830mm, 915mm x 2135mm,
915mm x 2440mm and 1220mm x 2440mm.
“After being in the business for 31 years, we have established a
strong reputation as a leading supplier of quality plywood and
veneer in the local and overseas market. Our plywood is made
mainly from tropical wood species, mainly Meranti. Known for
their durability, tropical timbers can stand the test of time. As
such, we can assure that our mill can supply good quality tropical
plywood,” he added.
MVP, with a workforce of 660, also meets many international
standards; hence the plywood it supplies can be produced
according to Japan Plywood Inspection Corporation (JPIC) and
the International Wood Products Association (IWPA) standards.
The company also adheres to International Organization for
Standardization’s ISO9001, the European Union’s CE Marking,
Japanese Agricultural Standard (JAS) for plywood and California
Air Resources Board (CARB) standards as well as certification
schemes of the Malaysian Timber Certification Council (MTCC),
Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC)
and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).
Explaining the company’s decision to acquire third-party
certification, Sugunalan said: “International buyers are
increasingly demanding for products that are sourced from
sustainably managed forests. Exporting timber products today
requires more than just having an export license.
“For us, the need to provide evidence through third-party
certification was the main reason to obtain MTCC, PEFC and FSC
certification. We also comply to MYTLAS (Peninsular Malaysia’s
Timber Legality Assurance System) requirements for assurance
of legal timber from Peninsular Malaysia. Through acquiring
certified raw timber materials, the company is contributing to
responsible forestry and sustainable management of Malaysia’s
Permanent Reserved Forests.
“With the European Union Timber Regulation, US Lacey Act
and the Australian Illegal Logging Prohibition Act all requiring
some proof of legality for timber products, having third-party
certification certainly ensures that MVP’s products can be
exported to all markets including the environmentally-sensitive
markets in Europe. The recent acceptance of MTCC’s Malaysian
Timber Certification Scheme (MTCS) by the Dutch Parliament is
another proof that sustainable forest management is practised in
Malaysia,” added Sugunalan.
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Specifications of MVP’s Products
Name:

Veneer Plywood (Commercial, Structural, Marine)

Size:

1220 x 2440 x 2.7 – 25mm
Custom-made available

Core:

Pine (FSC)
Tropical Mixed Hardwood

Glue:

MR / WBP / MUF

Emission Standards: CARB P2 /E0 /E1
Face and Back:

Tropical Hardwood

Certificate:

CARB / CE / JAS / FSC / PEFC / ISO9001

Name:

Film-Faced Plywood

Size:

1220 x 2440 x 4.0 – 30mm
Custom-made available

Core:

Tropical Mixed Hardwood

Glue:

MR / WBP / MUF

Emission Standards: CARB P2 / E0 / E1
Face and Back:

Black, brown

Certificate:

CE / ISO9001

Name:

Blockboard

Size:

1220 x 2440 x 18mm

Core:

Albizia falcata

Glue:

MR

Face and Back:

Tropical Hardwood

Certificate:

ISO9001
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Segamat Panel Boards
Ambitious and innovative
M

DF manufacturer, Segamat Panel Boards (SPB), started
production in April 2003, merely eight months after taking
vacant possession of an 18-acre site in Segamat, north of Johor
state where its office and factory have since been established.
Its major shareholder, Shigetoyo Takeuchi who is the son of
Hikozo Takeuchi the founder and co-founder of Takeuchi MDF
and Merbok MDF, respectively, assembled an experienced team
with MDF manufacturing background led by Peter Fitch as
Managing Director.
Besides his over 15 years experience in the wood-based
panel business and an additional 12 years experience in the
manufacturing, engineering and project related business,
Peter brings with him to SPB a philosophy that can assure the
company’s employees and investors a secure and profitable
future with sustainable growth.
In terms of its core business, SPB produces high quality woodbased thin MDF panels, with a choice of thickness and sizes. This
is done in compliance to international quality standards such as
International Organization for Standardization’s ISO9001 and
California Air Resources Board (CARB).
Explained Peter: “SPB is well-equipped to provide solutions
to customer’s specific needs. These include the production of
low emission boards that comply to either European or U.S.
standards, moisture resistant boards as well as paper laminated
panels. The latter come with smoother and harder surfaces using
decorative papers printed and supplied by our sister company,
U.C Gravure Sdn Bhd.”
Currently, SPB is producing on monthly average more than
6,000m3 or nearly 2.5 million m2 of Premium Grade thin panel
MDF to exacting International Standards. Some 30% of their
panels are distributed locally while the rest are exported to

countries in South and Southeast Asia, the Middle East as well as
Japan.
“We have specialised in thickness from 1.5mm to a maximum
of 6.0mm, and manufacture these from E2 down to E0
formaldehyde emissions complying with either European or
CARB regulations,” said Peter.
He added that SPB’s customers have the choice of MDF which
is made from different wood species. These include MDF
made entirely from Rubberwood or tropical mixed wood. The
difference is that the MDF panels made from Rubberwood are
very light in colour while those from tropical mixed wood are
totally latex free.
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While SPB, which has a total workforce of 185, can produce MDF
of many sizes, the main sizes offered are as follows:
• 4ft x 8ft ( 1220 mm x 2440 mm )
• 4ft x 6ft ( 1220 mm x 1830 mm )
• 6ft x 8ft ( 1830 mm x 2440 mm )
• 7ft x 8ft ( 2135 mm x 2440 mm, unsanded )
• Multiple Door Skin Sizes
According to Peter, “SPB’s acquisition of U.C Gravure took place
last September which complements our installed state-of-the-art
paper lamination line capable of laminating at speeds of 40m/
min using either polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) or urea formaldehyde
(UF) resin systems.
“The idea is to use the quality papers printed by U.C. Gravure.
As UC Gravure is part of our group of companies, customers
can be assured of consistent quality and unrivalled service.
From May this year, we are able to work with our customers to
ensure perfect colour matching or to develop unique designs
and patterns, especially for furniture panels. Later in the year, UC
Gravure is hoping to roll out new 3D and chemical embossed
paper foil designs. The move for SPB into semi-finished and
value-added products continues with the investment in a Prime
Coating Line and a High Gloss UV Lacquering Line which were
both commissioned and operational in May of this year.”
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“

Come August 2017,
we will be producing
moulded door skins for
both the international as
well as domestic markets.

”

And SPB’s ambitions continue, as Peter reveals: “Come August
2017, we will be producing moulded door skins for both the
international as well as domestic markets. With the trend towards
urbanisation such as in China, India and other parts of South
Asia, the demand for interior doors in new high-rise buildings is
increasing.”
This development will provide greater opportunities for SPB as well
as for other Malaysian MDF manufacturers,” said Peter who is also
Chairman of the Malaysian MDF Manufacturers’ Association.

Peter with SPB’s General Manager (Sales & Administration)
Sue Lim Siew Eng.
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HeveaBoard
Where quality is the norm
A
string of industry excellence awards and product quality
certificates adorn the walls and shelves in HeveaBoard Berhad’s
office and manufacturing premises in Gemas, Negri Sembilan.
They bear testimony to the company’s continued commitment
to produce high quality products for its domestic and overseas
customers.

Group Managing Director, Yoong Hau Chun proudly stated: “We
are the first particleboard manufacturer in Malaysia to receive
the Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) Mark Certification. This
certificate, first obtained in February 2004, is awarded by the
Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) for our
F*** and F**** particleboard products.
“Our JIS-certified particleboard, manufactured using p-MDI
(polymeric methylene diphenyl diisocyanate) technology, is our
finest quality particleboard products. These are manufactured
through tight control processes to ensure the products meet the
stringent requirements for formaldehyde emission and comply
with METI standards for unrestricted use in internal housing
components.”

HeveaBoard was incorporated in 1993 as a private limited
company under the name of HeveaBoard Sdn Bhd. The
Company was converted into a public limited company in 2004
and assumed its present name, and was subsequently listed on
the main board of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad in January
2005.
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Besides the JIS Mark Certification, among HeveaBoard’s industry
and product excellence credentials are:
• Singapore Green Label Certificate from Singapore Environment
Council for environmentally-friendly products (June 2015)
• Eco Label from SIRIM QAS to mark its products as
environmental-friendly (February2015)
• ASEAN Best Practices Awards for Energy Management in
Buildings and Industries for the Industry Special Submission
Category from the ASEAN Energy Awards 2014 (September 2014)
• ISO50001:2011 for its excellence in Energy Management System
(April 2014)
• PEFC certification for complying with good forestry practices
and ensuring that its products are produced with respect for the
highest ecological, social and ethical standards (June 2013)
• CARB (California Air Resources Board) certification for complying
with applicable emission standard in section 93120.2(a)phase 2
from PT MUTUAGUNG (May 2013)
• ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 and MS 1722 by SIRIM QAS
(October 2011)
• ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System from SIRIM
(July 2009)
• Export Excellence Award (Merchandise) 2008 by MATRADE
(March 2009)
• ISO 9001:2000 Quality Management System certification under
the scope DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURE OF PLAIN AND
LAMINATED PARTICLEBOARD from SIRIM (August 2008)
• Productivity Award – Special Award by the National Productivity
Corporation (May 2006)
• Industry Excellence Award 2005 under Category of Quality
Management by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(March 2006)
HeveaBoard and its subsidiaries manufacture, trade and
distribute a wide range of particleboard and particleboard-based
products. HeveaBoard takes the lead in the manufacturing
of particleboard - a reconstituted wood panel derived from
Rubberwood (Hevea brasiliensis) residues.
Set in HeveaWood Industrial Park, HeveaBoard’s particleboard
plant in Gemas is ideally located where the supply of
Rubberwood raw material is abundant. The company also carries
out mobile chipping at harvested Rubberwood plantation sites to
ensure that the wood residues are not wasted but collected for
the manufacture of particleboards.
The particleboard plant has a total annual production capacity
of 525,000m3 and is equipped with modern equipment and
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technology from Finland and Germany. The company supplies
particleboards from 9mm to 38mm in sizes of 1220mm x
2440mm (4’ x 8’) and 1830mm x 2440mm (6’ x 8’). Other sizes
are produced based on customers’ requests.
On ensuring the quality of its products, its General Manager for
Plant Operations, S. Ganesan, demonstrated how grading and
quality checks are enforced at every stage of the manufacturing
process, and random samples are tested for compliance with
established standards in a well-equipped factory laboratory.
Besides its Hevea F*** and F**** JIS-certified particleboard,
HeveaBoard’s product range also includes its premium
HeveaUF particleboard, a high moisture resistance HeveaMUF
particleboard conforming to the V313 standard, and its
HeveaMFC melamine laminated particleboard manufactured
using the highest quality particleboard.
Its subsidiary, HeveaPac Sdn Bhd, is involved in downstream
particleboard-based Ready-to-Assemble (RTA) furniture
manufacturing. Another subsidiary, HeveaMart Sdn Bhd is
engaged in trading and distribution of particleboard and
wood panel related products while BocoWood Sdn Bhd is the
subsidiary engaged in the distribution and marketing of RTA
furniture
HeveaBoard has an established domestic market with customers
from panel furniture, speaker boxes and door manufacturing
industries. But the bulk, about 80%, of its particleboard is
exported mainly to China, Japan, South Korea and India while
most of its RTA items are bound for Japan, Europe, Australia and
the United States.
“HeveaBoard has already invested RM270 million since its
establishment, and a further RM20 million was invested for the
modernisation of its production capacity last year. This has
further improved the quality of our products and increased our
production by 10-15% to meet our customers’ requirements,”
Yoong added.

“

We are the first
particleboard manufacturer
in Malaysia to receive
the Japanese Industrial
Standard (JIS) Mark
Certification.

”
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Besgrade
Pioneering OSB
Manufacturing in Asia
I

t is oft said that “where there’s a will, there’s a way”. This
could include moving mountains to realise what one has
set out to achieve. And this could not be truer for Besgrade
Sdn Bhd when in its endeavour to establish what would be
Southeast Asia’s first Oriented Strand Board (OSB) plant, the
company had to, literally, “remove” a mountain to build the
factory at the company’s main site in Alor Setar, Kedah.
As its Executive Director, Pek Woei Shyong recalled: “Before
the installation of the new technologically-advanced Germanmade OSB machinery could begin, we had to, in February
2014, remove a mountain, stone by stone, and selling the spoil
to road construction companies. This was for the purpose of
creating space for the new continuous OSB system.”
The new manufacturing facility, incorporated as Pioneer
OSB, is part of Besgrade Sdn Bhd, which is one of the largest
plywood producers in Malaysia. The company, founded in
1997, is already operating three plywood plants in Peninsular
Malaysia. A single-opening system operates at its headquarters
in Alor Setar, and this was soon complemented by the
continuous OSB plant with an annual capacity of 150,000m3.
Besgrade is using its new OSB line to manufacture
conventional OSB panels (OSB2 to 4) as well as OSB panels
laminated with phenolic paper for use in concrete formwork.
The company is also producing combination panels with OSB
in the cores and top layers made from particleboard, Medium
Density Fibreboard or veneer.
Said Pek on the production of its OSB: “The use of advanced
technology means that our products are physically more
stable, of good quality, flexible in size and possesses increased
water resistant levels. The combination of experience and
constant R&D further improves our manufacturing processes

which results in better durability, usability and diversity in
OSB products. This makes PioneerOSB perfectly poised to
spearhead the revolution of wood panel usage in not just
South-East Asia but Asia as a whole.”
And for the company to take on this role, Pioneer OSB has
invested more than USD65 million in acquiring the most
advance and the best OSB production facilities within the
Asian market. The heart of the Pioneer OSB’s manufacturing
system is the CPS 280-30 press. This continuous press is 30m
long and produces OSB panels with a maximum width of 8.5
feet, or 2.8m. It is designed for a daily capacity of 700m3.
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The larger strands are coated as usual in OSB resin blenders and
spread to form a cover layer. The facilities also include the wood
feed, drum chipper, four strand flakers, three chip bunkers each
with a volume of 300m3, a drum dryer of 5.6m x 30m in size,
gluing and finishing line with measured cutting of finished boards,
and a modern, three-head, forming station with longitudinal and
transverse orientation of the strands. The scope of supply also
includes all mechanical and pneumatic conveyors.
On its raw material supply, Pek elaborated: “Only the best raw
material is used to produce OSB of international standard. As
we are strategically located in the heart of Southeast Asia, we
have access to abundant hardwood species certified under the
Programme for Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC)
schemes. This high density hardwood raw material is much
stronger than softwood logs from European countries. This leads
to more durable OSB.”
PioneerOSB has the capability and capacity to produce high
performance OSB, yet with competitive pricing. It is the result
from the huge investment into latest cutting edge technology
from Germany. Capitalising on such advancement, PioneerOSB’s
R&D team continues to develop and design OSB with wider
application, higher usability and marketability without neglecting
the importance to be environmentally-friendly. This also means
less wastage and a sustainable ecosystem in the process.
Pioneer OSB is a responsible corporate citizen who cares about
environmental sustainability, said Pek.
Like all plywood manufacturers in Asia, Besgrade is facing
the problem that the prices for suitable wood have increased
enormously and that it is almost impossible to manufacture
plywood panels at a competitive price any more. The OSB panel
was created many years ago as a cheaper alternative and is
certainly well-established in the US construction industry, but is
only now slowly catching on in Asia, with Besgrade leading the
way.

The new manufacturing
facility, incorporated as
Pioneer OSB, is part of
Besgrade Sdn Bhd, which is
one of the largest plywood
producers in Malaysia.
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Khunthai, a conversation piece
Khunthai restaurant’s offerings are not only enticing to the palate but
soothing to the eye, thanks to its rustic timber-based interior

A

lmost everything about Thailand is rich in appearance and
taste and the Khunthai Village Restaurant in Cheras, Selangor,
is no different. Step into its premises, you will be “greeted” by
a “Tutu” which is parked close to the entrance. Apart from the
distinct artifacts which depict Buddhist art and scenes from
Indian epics, Khunthai packs a solid punch with its wood-based
construction.

With Pauh Kijang logs standing as its main pillars and wooden
planked ceiling and trusses “masquerading” as solid wood,
Khunthai is a good conversation piece. Parts of Damar Hitam,
which have been cut from huge logs make up the kitchen divider,
bar top and cashier counter while thatched roof outside the main
dining area give a beach resort-like feel to this Thai restaurant,
which sits snugly in an industrial area.
Railway sleepers make up the benches and tables at the
restaurant while its hut-like structures are named after famous
tourist attractions in the Land of Smiles. The restaurant gives a
laidback vibe while the water features laden with Koi fish provide
tranquility.

Step into its premises, you
will be “greeted” by a “Tutu”
which is parked close to the
entrance.

Its fiery, addictive cuisine aside, Khunthai’s character and charm
come from its timber.
“We have six outlets. Two in Penang and four in the Klang Valley,”
said Khunthai Village Restaurant partner Jeremy Yong. “We
opened our first outlet in Butterworth about 18 years ago and we
have another restaurant on Penang island. The Khunthai outlets
here are located in Petaling Jaya, Klang, Kepong and Cheras,” he
added.
“We love working with wood. It is a beautiful material which has
character. Steel and concrete cannot give you this. We get our
supply from a friend who owns a sawmill in Butterworth. We
mainly use mixed wood.”

The Khunthai Restaurant in Cheras which has been constructed primarily of wood.
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The spacious lounge area which comes with ceilings that have been made of wooden planks.

Railway sleepers make up the benches and tables at the restaurant.
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The little knick-knacks on the wall and counter tops are good complements
to the plywood panels.

Apart from the
distinct artifacts
which depict Buddhist
art and scenes from
Indian epics, Khunthai
packs a solid punch
with its wood-based
construction.

Pauh Kijang logs are the restaurant’s pillar of support.
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“

We love working with
wood. It is a beautiful
material which has
character.

”
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Khunthai Village Restaurant partner Jeremy Yong

“Wooden planks and other smaller pieces are bought from
sawmills nearby the outlets as we want to build a relationship
with the suppliers, get to know them better and in the hope
that someday they will dine at our restaurants. We also want
to support businesses nearby and the community as a whole,”
added Yong.
Planks also make up the restaurant’s roof which is protected
from the harshness of the elements with varnishes and shellac,
according to Yong. The Khunthai restaurant in Cheras, which
occupies a 2,044 square metre space, took five months to build,
the longest time taken for any one of the outlets.
“We believe that the previous owner was in the steel business.
Only the shell of the structure was still standing when we took
over. We immediately got our timber suppliers in and started
constructing the restaurant.
“We did everything on our own. Khunthai owners are involved
in the construction business, so we had our own contractors,
electricians and they also knew how to use the wood,” explained
Yong.
This is clearly visible as the beautiful grains of the logs have been
carefully preserved. “Our customers like what we have done with
the wood here. Some of them even want to buy our tables and
benches,” said Yong.
The owners, who relocated their Klang outlet less than three
weeks ago, may open another branch in Ampang, Selangor.
“Nothing beats dining with the natural elements close to you.
Having a meal on a timber table and bench gives a totally
different feeling. That’s the power of wood,” he said.
For a bit of Thailand and a “visual dialogue” with timber, head for
any of the Khunthai restaurants.

“

Nothing beats dining with the
natural elements close to you.
Having a meal on a timber
table and bench gives a totally
different feeling. That’s the
power of wood.

”

The hut-like structure provides for private dining.
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Laminated-veneer rafters span the spaces between the frames.
Photo credit: www.dezeen.com

The undulating Toranoko
Nursery
T
ucked away in the Yamanashi Prefecture is the Toranoko
Nursery - a childcare centre and community space that
showcases the beauty and flexibility of timber infused with
Japanese craftsmanship. Located just a few kilometres from
Mount Fuji in Japan, it’s hard to miss the building with its
unabashed, wavy roof made of lightwood.

Wood is used to achieve the soft and light curvature of the
roof, as the material can easily be manipulated into a variety of
forms and sizes. “It creates a big open space filled with a warm
atmosphere,” said the architect of Takashige Yamashita Office.
The texture and grain of the plywood surface also accentuates
the sculptural form of the roof.
The building has spectacular views of Mount Fuji and is enjoyed
equally by children, their parents and the elderly.

Far from just being the main attraction, the roof serves as
dividers that separate various areas within the space, namely the
lounge, lunchroom, nursing room and office. The curving timber
roof spans over 10 metres and shelters the inside spaces but also
act as a canopy over the open areas that house a garden, sandpit
and terrace.
The building is made of a steel portal frame, which stands up
from a footing beam of reinforced concrete setting a boundary
between rooms. Laminated-veneer rafters span the spaces
between the frames, forming rib-like supports for the roof. Made
of timber, they are sandwiched between layers of structural
plywood to add rigidity to the overall roof structure and ensure it
is able to achieve the 10 metre span.

Wood is used to achieve the soft and light curvature of the roof.
Photo credit: www.dezeen.com
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UNFF12 highlights means of
implementation and links to SDGs
T

he 12th session of the UN Forum on Forests (UNFF12) was
held from 1-5 May 2017 at UN Headquarters in New York, USA.

Over 300 participants from Member States, international
organisations, the Collaborative Partnership on Forests and major
groups gathered to address:
• implementation of the UN Strategic Plan on Forests (UNSPF)
2017-2030, including holding a number of panel discussions on
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to be taken up in 2017
by the High-level Political Forum on Sustainable Development;
• means of implementation (MOI) for sustainable forest
management (SFM);
• monitoring, assessment and reporting; and
• emerging challenges and issues.
UNFF12 convened four days after the UN General Assembly
adopted the first-ever UNSPF, a strategic UN-system-wide plan
for forests, a significant part of which includes linkages to the
SDGs. The UNSPF and its corresponding quadrennial programme
of work for 2017-2020 provided the basis for UNFF12’s
discussions.
Constructive engagement characterised many of the discussions,
with many highlighting the cross-cutting nature of forests and
underscoring the role that the new format of UNFF sessions can
play in cementing the importance of forests and ensuring their
consideration across the UN system.
This new format was a move away from previous UNFF sessions,
which were politically-charged negotiating sessions, and towards
more focused technical input and expert advice on priorities,
and resources needed, for implementation. A major aim of this
new format is to aid UNFF’s vision of being the authoritative
coordinating body for forests, in part by providing this technical
expertise to other UN fora.
As part of the deliberations on the UNSPF’s implementation,
panel discussions on forests in relation to SDG 1 (Poverty
alleviation), SDG 2 (Zero hunger) and SDG 5 (Gender equality)
were held. SDG 15, life on land, calls for the sustainable
management of forests.

The panel on MOI provided clear evidence that the Global Forest
Finance Facilitation Network (GFFFN) is assisting developing
countries to access funding, in addition to a notable increase
in SFM-related funding under the latest Global Environment
Facility (GEF) cycle. For the session, the GEF released a factsheet
summarising its contributions to SFM.
Panelists during the MOI discussions explained that SFM requires
US$150 billion annually. UNFF Director Manoel Sobral Filho, when
introducing this agenda item, stated that the GFFFN has helped
eight countries to date, with many Member States asking for
clarification on when they too could be assisted.
Gustavo Fonseca, GEF, underscored that 89% of funding from
GEF-6 has been allocated to SFM-incentive programmes. In
a press briefing on MOI and the importance of diversifying
resources, Manoel Sobral Filho said, “By far the greatest source
of forest financing has been, and will continue to be, from
commercial private sector investments in sustainable forest
management.”
This was seen as a positive sign as some Member States
suggested that continued increases in funding, which some
said may still be insufficient, could help shift the longstanding
and familiar tensions over MOI. In fact, tensions over MOI always
have the potential to be a subtle barrier to coherence and
coordination, since they absorb much of delegates’ time and
energy, and take away from precious time to reach consensus on
other crucial agenda items.
After five days of deliberations, UNFF 12 adopted omnibus
resolutions on: implementation of the UNSPF; MOI; and enhanced
cooperation on forest-related issues.
With careful consideration and continued foresight, many hope
“the new UNFF” will move to fulfill its role to both further the
cause of forests within and beyond the UN system, and ensure
forests are at the forefront of implementing and achieving the
SDGs and 2030 Agenda.
Source: UN News Centre, ENB Vol. 13 No. 208, 8 May 2017.

Constructive engagement characterised many of the discussions.
Photo credit: IISD
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Bonn climate talks end on hopeful
note despite uncertain US stand
T
he Bonn Climate Change Conference convened from 8-18
May 2017 in Bonn, Germany. The conference included the 46th
sessions of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation (SBI 46)
and the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice
(SBSTA 46), and the third session of the first meeting of the Ad
Hoc Working Group on the Paris Agreement (APA 1-3).

The conference brought together over 3,900 participants,
including over 2,000 government officials, 1,800 representatives
from UN bodies and agencies, intergovernmental organisations
and civil society organisations, and 70 members of the media.
The APA adopted conclusions outlining intersessional and presessional work under each substantive agenda item.
The SBI adopted conclusions on: public registry/-ies referred to in
Paris Agreement Articles 4.12 (Nationally determined contribution
(NDC) registry) and 7.12 (adaptation communications); matters
related to least developed countries (LDCs); national adaptation
plans; scope and modalities for the periodic assessment of
the Technology Mechanism in relation to supporting the Paris
Agreement; review of the functions of the Standing Committee
on Finance; third review of the Adaptation Fund; matters related
to capacity building; arrangements for intergovernmental
meetings; and various administrative and financial matters.
The SBSTA adopted conclusions on: the Nairobi work
programme; the Technology Framework under the Paris
Agreement; agriculture; research and systemic observation;
various methodological issues under the Convention and the

Kyoto Protocol; matters relating to Article 6 (cooperative
approaches) under the Paris Agreement; modalities for
accounting of financial resources provided and mobilised through
public interventions under Paris Agreement Article 9.7; and
cooperation with other international organisations.
The SBI and SBSTA adopted joint conclusions on response
measures and scope of the next periodic review of the long-term
goal under the Convention and progress toward achieving it,
which also contained a Conference of the Parties (COP) decision.
Much work was devoted to advancing efforts to operationalise
the Paris Agreement through technical discussions in a balanced
manner under the three subsidiary bodies. This work proceeded
in incremental steps, leaving considerable work for the 23rd
session of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) COP in November 2017.
Whereas the annual intersessional climate talks usually feature
technical and detail-oriented discussions, this time delegates
arrived in Bonn expecting an unusually heated round of
negotiations. The minds of many were overshadowed by the
uncertainty regarding US participation in the Paris Agreement
going forward. However, the “elephant in the room” at the start of
the meeting soon became a non-issue as the US administration
delayed its decision, allowing negotiators to settle back into a
“business as usual” mode of work.
The Bonn meeting was the first official UNFCCC session since
COP 22 in Marrakech, Morocco, which had set 2018 as the
deadline for the adoption of the Paris Agreement “rulebook”—the
operating manual on how the Agreement will be implemented in
the decades to come. With this deadline looming, the technical
work required to put flesh on the bones of the Paris Agreement
took center stage in Bonn.
Source: ENB Vol. 12 No. 701, 22 May 2017.
Over 3,900 participants attended
the conference. Photo credit: IISD
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100% SFM certification of
PRFs in Malaysia by 2025
M

alaysia has set a target of 100 per cent certification of all
its Permanent Reserved Forests (PRFs) under Sustainable Forest
Management (SFM) by 2025. This would be achieved through
various initiatives outlined in the National Policy on Biological
Biodiversity (2016-2025), said Minister of Natural Resources and
Environment, His Hon. Datuk Sri Dr. Wan Junaidi Tuanku Jaafar.
“Malaysia is among the leading countries in the world practising
SFM. On top of which, Malaysia is recognised as one of 12 mega
diverse countries in the world, and blessed with vast areas of
natural ecosystems. With this natural heritage interlinked with
our rich cultural diversity, Malaysia believes that eco-tourism
is one of the sectors that has enormous potential for a new
economy and wealth-creation,” said Datuk Sri Dr. Wan Junaidi
at the 4th Singapore Dialogue on Sustainable World Resources
2017 held in the island republic on 6 April 2017.

in ensuring that adequate financial, technological and technical
capacities are made available to support forest conservation, not
only to Malaysia but to all countries that are undertaking forest
conservation efforts.”
He added that to further ensure sustainable management of the
forests, various programmes other than the forest certification
initiative such as enhancement of forest law, enforcement
and governance, research and development as well as best
agricultural practices have been carried out in Malaysia.

Datuk Sri Dr. Wan Juniadi added that the government has
identified the Malaysia Mega Biodiversity Hub (MMBH) to be one
of the initiatives under the country’s Economic Transformation
Programme (ETP). “The objective of the MMBH is to focus
international attention on Malaysia’s outstanding biodiversity,
to optimise growth of socially responsible tourism and to foster
an ethic of sustainable management over Malaysia’s natural
areas. Through MMBH, Malaysia will be able to showcase its
conservation and rich natural heritage and culture as well as
research and development efforts that are being undertaken to
conserve and promote the wide use of our rich biodiversity.”
However, he added that developing countries like Malaysia faced
challenges in their efforts to achieve the goal of SFM due to
insufficient financial resources. “The developed countries and
relevant agencies such as the Green Climate Fund under the
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change have a key role
Above: Datuk Sri Dr. Wan Junaidi addressing the participants at the dialoque.
Below: The dialoque in progress.
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Wong (sixth right) and Kho (fifth right) with SFC’s management
personnel and the CIP interns. Photo credit: STA.

CIP to have
more FMUs
certified for
SFM in Sarawak
T

he Sarawak Forestry Corporation (SFC) has launched a
Conservation Internship Programme (CIP) in an effort to attain
the state government’s goal of having more Forest Management
Units (FMUs) in Sarawak certified for sustainable forest
management.
The CIP was launched with its first batch of 15 interns at a
simple ceremony held at SFC’s corporate office in the state
capital of Kuching on 4 April 2017. Present at the ceremony were
SFC’s Chief Executive, Wong Ting Chung, and Sarawak Timber
Association’s (STA) General Manager, Dr. Peter Kho.
Speaking at the event, Wong lamented on the shortage of
personnel in Sarawak competent in forestry conservation and
social forestry who could take on the challenges mandated by
certification requirements.
“To conduct this nine-month internship, we have to enlist the
assistance of several collaborators from the timber industry,
educational institutions and conservation non-governmental
organisations. We are grateful for the support rendered by the
government through the Ministry of Resource Planning and
Environment.”
Officially known as the ‘Conservation Internship Programme
for Forest Management Certification’, this undertaking by SFC
rides on the ‘Research for Intensified Management of Bio-rich
Areas’ (Rimba) Sarawak platform which was first announced
in November 2016 during a Rimba event officiated by the then
Chief Minister of Sarawak, the late Tan Sri Adenan Satem.

Officially known as the ‘Conservation
Internship Programme for Forest
Management Certification’, this
undertaking by SFC rides on the ‘Research
for Intensified Management of Bio-rich
Areas’ (Rimba) Sarawak platform
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Landmark project to expand
Sabah’s protected forest
M

ore than 60 scientists from leading international
universities are spearheading a landmark project aimed at
increasing Sabah’s protected forest to 30% of the state’s land
area by 2025.

The landmark project is supported by the Rainforest Trust
and based on the strategic partnership of the Sabah Forestry
Department, SEARRP, the Carnegie Institution for Science,
community-based organisation Pacos Trust, and BC Initiative.

The Sabah Forestry Department and South East Asia Rainforest
Research Partnership (SEARRP) signed a memorandum of
understanding for the project, which will draw top scientists to
support the government’s rainforest protection efforts.

SEARRP Director, Dr Glen Reynolds, who is leading the
coordination of the project, said: “Between now and 2020, the
project will generate maps of forest carbon, biodiversity and
functional composition that will be integrated with archived and
new field observations.”

The scientists, from leading universities in Britain, Europe, the
United States, Australia and Malaysia, witnessed the signing
ceremony held at the Cambridge Conservation Initiative’s David
Attenborough Building in England on 20 April 2017. The event
was officiated by Prince William and also attended by prominent
scientists, philanthropies, NGOs and interested parties.
Speaking at the opening of a related meeting on the science of
tropical rainforest research, Sabah Forests Chief Conservator,
Datuk Sam Mannan, said that forest conservation is a major
priority for the state government.
“Over the past 20 years, we have worked to increase the extent
of protected forests in Sabah to almost 1.9 million hectares
today. This is equivalent to 26% of the State’s land area. This has
surpassed the International Union of Conservation of Nature and
Aichi Biodiversity Target targets,” he said.
Datuk Sam Mannan added that the Sabah government was
committed to reaching its 2025 target. “This will involve the
protection of an additional one million acres (404,685ha) of
rainforest in Sabah. The location of these new areas has yet to be
identified. This is the work that lies ahead of us.”

Right: Datuk Sam Mannan (second from left) and Dr. Glen Reynolds
after signing the MoU for the project. Photo credit: Sabah FD.
Below: The project aims to increase Sabah’s protected forest to
30% of the state’s land area by 2025.

Critical habitat connections will be identified for various plant
and animal species, he said, with emphasis on those that provide
important ecosystem services such as pollination and dispersal.
This is to ensure the usefulness of forest protection, over time, to
cope with climate change.
“Integrating the livelihood requirements of forest-dependent
communities will be a vital consideration in the selection of
new protected areas. Led by our partners Pacos Trust and BC
Initiative, the project will consult with local communities and
stakeholders to reach consensus on an optimal scenario for
rainforest protection,” he added.
“This project presents a unique window of opportunity to
catalyse world-leading science and protect an additional one
million acres of rainforest – forest that will otherwise face
mounting and very imminent threats,” he said.
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6,060 mangrove saplings for
nature park
T

he Sultan of Selangor, His Royal Highness Sultan
Sharafuddin Idris Shah and the Raja Muda of Selangor, Tengku
Amir Shah, graced a tree-planting programme organised by
the state government and the Selangor Forestry Department in
conjunction with the International Day of Forests recently.

About 6,060 mangrove saplings were planted during the
event. The 324ha nature park is rich in flora and fauna. From
September to April each year, the park is home to migratory
birds from Russia and Siberia and more than 30 species have
been recorded so far.

A total of 1,500 participants, including students from Inpens
International College, gathered at the Kuala Selangor Nature
Park to take part in the initiative, themed Forest and Energy.
They were divided into teams and walked for about 1km before
arriving at the site where they were to plant Bakau Kurap
(Rhizophora mucronata), a mangrove species.

“Today, 31.5% or 250,129ha of the total area of the state is forest
land,” said Selangor Chief Minister His Right Hon. Datuk Seri
Azmin Ali, who was also present at the event. He also reiterated
that the state government had guaranteed to maintain at least
30% of forest area for sustainable forest management.

Selangor Forestry Department planning and certification senior
assistant director Raffae Ahmad said the species of mangrove
chosen thrives in wetlands such as the nature park. “This
mangrove is dominant here,” he said, adding that mangrove
trees acted as barriers to prevent erosion and reduce the impact
of waves on the shoreline.

Over 100 students and
staff members from the
university’s Faculty of Health
and Life Sciences joined
forces to plant 100 saplings
of the Bucida tree

His Royal Highness Sultan Sharafuddin planting a mangrove sapling in the
Teluk Rubiah Forest Reserve. Photo credit: thestaronline

University students’ green deed
Y

oung environmentalists of the Management and Science
University (MSU) did their deed of protecting Mother Earth by
greening the KM14 stretch of the Guthrie Corridor Expressway
(GSE) in support of its Environmental Sustainability Campaign
(MESC 2016).

Over 100 students and staff members from the university’s
Faculty of Health and Life Sciences joined forces to plant 100
saplings of the Bucida tree, thanks to their one-person-one-tree
fundraiser campaign. Bucida was chosen because of its dense
foliage.
MSU President, Professor Tan Sri Dato’ Wira Dr Mohd Shukri
Abd Yajid, lauded industry collaborators, Prolintas Expressway,
and called on more corporations to come forward.
The MSU curriculum embodies the aspiration for its students
to graduate as holistic human beings sensitive to the needs of
their community and that of nature.

Students and staff members joining forces for a green cause.
Photo credit: thestaronline
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Rainbow
Waterfall,
Sungai Lembing
S

ungai Lembing was a tin mining town in Kuantan, Pahang.
The pit mines were closed in 1986 due to high operational
costs and low yields, but during its heyday it was among the
largest and deepest in the world.

A 4WD is needed to transport visitors from the town of Sungai Lembing to
the trail. Photo credit: my-4x4dotblogspotdotmy2

However, the true gem of this little town is the Rainbow
Waterfall. It got its name as rainbows appear quite often at
certain times of the day at the waterfall.
To reach the waterfall, you will need to go on a 4WD which
can easily be booked once you are in town. The rate is about
RM40-50 per person. The journey is about an hour’s drive
from town to the trail’s entrance, afterwhich it takes 45
minutes of easy trekking to the fall.
Unlike its neighbour Chamang Falls, the water does not come
roaring down but instead it comes down as a spray, giving
ways for rainbows to form when the sun is still low. If you are
lucky, you might be able to catch a double rainbow.

Beautiful rainbow forms at a certain hour of the day.
Photo credit: huiteng87dotblogspotdotmy

Apart from the Rainbow Waterfall, visitors to Sungai Lembing
can also hike at Bukit Panorama which is a popular place to
watch the sunrise. Another great place to visit is Gunung Tapis
Nature Park, 16km from Sungai Lembing, where one can camp,
fish, and shoot the rapids. Gunung Tapis is 1,512m high. On the
way to Sg. Lembing at the hamlet of Panching is Gua Charas,
a temple cave that is also a popular tourist destination.

The water does not come
roaring down but instead
it comes down as a spray,
giving ways for rainbows to
form when the sun is still low.

Tall cascading waterfall of the Rainbow waterfall.
Photo credit: my-4x4dotblogspotdotmy

Draw on the Malaysian Timber Council’s 25 years of experience in the international timber
and timber products trade to strengthen your competitive position and promote export
growth. Our growth drivers are pursued and guided by the leadership imperatives of engaging,
connecting and growing through:
creating value through innovation
extending our global outreach
executing with excellence
To learn more about Malaysian timbers and timber products, and the Council’s 2017
events and programmes, please visit www.mtc.com.my

